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XTREME POWER CONVERSION P80  //  TRIPP LITE SMART2200RMXL2U COMPARISON 

The P80 is a high level line interactive UPS wth 
industry leading reliability, efficiency, and flexibility.  
The P80 products are available in 120V capacities 
from 800VA to 3000VA, with 208V models in 3KVA 
and 5KVA sizes.

UPS COMPARISON
XTREME POWER P80-2200 TRIPP LITE SMART2200RMXL2U ADVANTAGES

Capacity 2000VA/2000W 2200VA/1920W
Xtreme Power P80 has a higher output wattage rating for more usable 
power on the output, especially when considering that the Tripp Lite 
unit derates to 1600W when an EBM is used.

Topology Line Interactive Line Interactive
Both the Xtreme Power P80 and the Tripp Lite SmartPro have Line 
Interactive topology with Automatic Voltage Regulation (AVR) with 
sinewave output, providing clean and reliable network grade power.

Form Factor Tower mounts included
Optional 2U rack, or wall mount

2U Rack
Optional tower or wall mount

Both Xteme Power and Tripp Lite provide 2U rack, tower or wall 
mounting providing a high level of mounting versatility.

Hot Swappable Batteries Yes Yes
Both Xtreme Power and Tripp Lite provide hot swappable batteries 
ensuring clean, uninterrupted power to protected equipment while 
batteries are being replaced.

Extended Runtime (2) EBPs (1) EBP with 20% derating
Xtreme Power P80-2200 with (2) EBPs can provide up to 58 minutes 
runtime at full load. Tripp Lite is limited to (1) EBP and derates the UPS 
by 20% when EBP is added. 

Software Standard Downloadable from web
Xtreme Power provides a CD with the UPS containing monitoring and 
shutdown software. Tripp Lite requires you to download the software 
from their website.

Warranty 3 years 2 years standard, 
3 years with registration

Xtreme Power P80 warranty covers a full 3 years for both the UPS and 
batteries. Tripp Lite provides 2 years warranty and can be extended to 
3 years with registration. Tripp Lite EBPs carry only a 2 year warranty.

Price $1,279 List x .56 mult = $716 $748 on Provantage.com XPC P80-2200 UPS is lower cost than Tripp Lite Smart2200RMXL2UA.


